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Whether you're tired of the stock home screen or just want a new and different way to interact with your Android device, you can probably find an Android launcher on Google Play that's just right for you. Still, some launchers are better than others, and this week we'll check out some of your favorites for
customization, speed, design and features. Here's a look at the top five. Earlier in the week, we asked you which Android launcher you thought was the best. You had dozens of nominations and hundreds of votes, but unfortunately we only have room for the top five, based on those nominations. One of
the best things about Android is how much you can customize the way you interact with it,... Read more The survey is over and the votes have been counted! To see which of the top five Android Launchers took the top spot, go to our weekly Hive Five tracking post to see and discuss the winner! If you are
tired of the interface that the manufacturer saddled your Android device, or just want to... Read moreG/O Media can get a reward of $10 off The first bag of CoffeeADWLauncher EXADWLauncher EX ($4), paid version adw. Launcher, is a very flexible, customizable launcher that supports Android 1.6 and
later. ADW offers hundreds of themes, customizable Start screen layouts, multiple dock styles that fit up to five different shortcuts, customizable icon sets, interchangeable animations, a hidden dock bar with unlimited scrolling, and more. Incredibly fine-tuned for advanced but fast and user-friendly
beginners, it supports a huge number of devices. Nova LauncherNova Launcher is free, but only supports Ice Cream Sandwich devices. However, after installing it on your ICS device, you can install ADW icon themes flexibly to use them, additional themes to change the layout and appearance of the
launcher, a scrolling dock with up to 3 pages 7 icons, scrolling effects and boot animations that you can turn on or off, 1x1 widgets in your dock, and more. If you have $4 to spend, Nova Launcher Prime unlocks countless reading marks for email, SMS, and voicemail, so you can permanently hide apps
you never use but don't want to delete, two-finger gestures to launcher movements, and folders to the dock. Go Launcher EXGo Launcher EX's claim to fame is how customizable it is. You can download thousands of themes and icon packs to customize Go Launcher EX, tons of widgets, lock screen
adjustments, and more. Smooth, rounded corners, folder groups, good-looking animations, and highlighting clean, customizable layouts do popular for launchers, and it doesn't hurt that it supports Android phones with 2.0 or later. Combine this with the fact that developers constantly update the launcher
(which is actually a downside for many users) and use additional themes and apps and widgets that fit correctly, and you have plenty of tools to change your Android experience. Plus, it's completely free. Apex LauncherApex Launcher is free, but it's another roundup that only supports ice cream sandwich
devices. Still, it's fast and customizable, offering you up to 9 home screens, 7 docks each with 5 icons, replacement icons for stock Android apps, and tons of beautiful transition and scroll effects. Best of all, if the apex launcher has an element that you don't like, you can easily hide it. You can lock the
Start screen so that nothing changes, back it up in case you make the change you want to restore and adjust the appearance of the app box and its visible apps. $4 buys you apex Launcher Pro, which adds multi-finger gestures to the non-existent in the launcher, support for other launcher phenomena
(such as ADW, Go Launcher, and Launcher Pro), dock 1x1 widgets, and countless deadlines. Launcher ProLauncher Pro is free and is likely to be many people's first non-stock launch. It supports Android devices with 2.0 or later, and while it is not hosted as often as others, it still offers smooth
transitions, customizable layouts, dock scrolling and live start screen previews. Launcher Pro supports replacement icon packs, infinite scrolling, and more. It's been a long time since it last updated, but if you're looking for a good, fast launcher to start with, Launcher Pro is a good choice. Now that you've
seen the top five, it's time to make them vote on the best Android launcher. Honorable this week goes to Zeam Launcher, who was praised by many for its minimalist and discreet approach to app launchers, and Stock ICS Launcher, which ice cream sandwich builders said was a huge improvement on the
launchers of yes-past year. Unfortunately, since most of us don't have ICS yet (although many of them do), it's not an option until you upgrade your device or the manufacturer decides to throw you a bone. Also worth mentioning is Holo Launcher, who does a great job of bringing an ICS launcher to non-
ICS devices. Android 4.0 Ice cream sandwich announced almost seven months ago, but it still hasn't rolled... Read more Do you have something to say about the candidates we missed? Didn't your favorite get enough nominations? Keep in mind that the top five are based on your most popular
nominations for the challenger invitation earlier in the week. Share your thoughts in the comments below. Nest five is based on reader candidates. As with most Hive Five messages, if your favourites were omitted, it's not because we hate it - it's because it didn't get the nominations required of challengers
to make the top five. We understand it's a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we'll To hear about it. Do you have a proposal for Nest 5? Email us at tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com!Photo by Pen Waggener. Android launcher apps have long been an integral part of the Android experience. If
you don't like how home screens look or work, you can simply download the app to change everything. There is no doubt that Android boot apps have a much more diverse range of features than any other type of app, and you can actually do amazing things with these apps. This includes keeping it closer
to stock, like Google's Android or something far away there, like Niagara Launcher. Here are the best Android launchers right now! We list google pixel launcher. However, it is only available for Pixel devices. We recommend Nova, Lawnchair or Rootless if you want a pixel-like experience. In addition,
those looking for an iOS look should try the recently launched Amoni Launcher (Google Play link). Read next: Android Launchers Comparison: What's the Best Alternative for You? Action LauncherPrice: Free/$4.99+ Action Launcher has long been our readers' favorite Android launcher. It comes with an
android feel. However, there are some additional features that add uniqueness. Quicktheme lets you customize the colors of the interface based on your wallpaper. With shutters, you can check the widget of the app without placing it on the home screen. It even has teasing and customization elements
that make your phone feel more like Android Oreo. There's also icon pack support, frequent updates, and more. There's a lot to like. Even the app box is configurable. AIO LauncherPrice: Free/$1.99AIO Launcher does it differently than many Android launcher apps. It makes the usual start screen away
for a data-ed packed loading list. It shows things like your latest text messages and calls, media player, system data (RAM, battery, storage, etc.) and even news, Bitcoin price, Twitter and more. The paid version also includes telegram integration and standard widgets for other applications. Not everything
needs to be displayed in stock android and AIO Launcher certainly shows that it can be done efficiently. It is free for most features. The full version is a very reasonable $1.99.Apex LauncherPrice: Free/$3.99Apex Launcher has been around for a very long time and remains one of the most iconic Android
boot apps of all time. Like Action Launcher, it aims to give the Android look and feel in stock with a few additional features thrown in for good measure. Among them is the ability to change things like transitional anations, scrolling habits, and there's even where you can place plenty of icons. Apex
Launcher also includes a theme engine. The app undereded major changes in 2018. It looks much more modern now. APUS LauncherHinta: FreeAPUS Launcher is app if you like a ton of customizations. It boasts a collection of over 50,000 wallpapers, as well as tons of extra themes. Some other
features include newsfeed, the ability to hide apps from the appbox, the built-in app lock function, and a few other good ones. It's not quite as light or powerful as Pixel Launcher-style launchers like Nova Launcher, Hyperion, Lawnchair, etc. However, it is much more colourful and pompous. Some people



like it better. The trigger is free with ad support. Our only real complaint is that you can't buy an app to delete ads. Evie LauncherPrice: FreeEvie Launcher was one of the best Android apps of 2016. It's still an excellent launcher to this day. The launcher has a fairly typical Start screen layout, as well as
general search, custom shortcuts, and plenty of customization options. The dock is slightly customizable than most stock market launchers on most phones. You can also change things like icon sizes, app box, and some other stuff. Of course, the launcher manages to stay clean, light and stocked for
people who care about it. It can be the best completely free Android launcher on the market right now. Hyperion LauncherPrice: Free/$2.99Hyperion Launcher is the new kid in the android launcher block. It's comfortably between a heavier launcher like Action and Nova and lawnchair's stock Android
experience. The interface is clearly in stock, which looks without a ton of swelling or glamour. However, there are a lot of customization features. They include third-party icon support, icon format muffer, indicator elements, and some other cool stuff. It supports Google Feed, but it requires a separate
download, like most other triggers. It's new, but it's already slots among the best launchers on android. Lawnchair Launcher 2Price: FreeLawnchair Launcher is great for fans of Android launcher minimalism. It's an open source project that mimics much of the look and feel of the Pixel Launcher. It has
many similar features to pixel launcher along with a few others. These features include icon pack support, Google Now integration (with optional and free extension), adaptive icons, and many other customizations. The original was highly advertised due to its stocky appearance and customization
features. The developers now list the app as Lawnchair 2 and it is still in the beta version, but includes some of the more modern Android features. The app is also completely free. Lightning LauncherPrice: $4.99 + $1.99Lightning Launcher used to be a pretty decent, minimal Android launcher. It has since
grown into one of the most Android launcher. However, it is also very light. It allows you to change practically anything on the home screen. You can even have multiple Start screens multiple times. Maybe the most. Most. this feature is its scripting support. With JavaScript, you can get Lightning to do all
sorts of things. Additional extensions, language packs, and more can also be downloaded. The property list isn't that long in comparison, but it seems to tick all the right boxes. The app also has a learning curve, but it's worth learning. Microsoft LauncherPrice: FreeMicrosoft Launcher is not a new trigger.
The app used to be an Arrow launcher. Microsoft rebranded the app in mid-2017. The app includes integration with many Microsoft services, including calendar, email, task list app, and direct integration with Microsoft PCs. It also has customization features and gesture controls. This returned to the beta
version after rebranding. Thus, for now, there are probably some bugs. However, it is something different and especially useful for those who want better integration with their Windows COMPUTER. Microsoft is building this app from the beginning, and you can try it here if you want. This new version is
likely to replace this version on this list in the future when it is officially released. Niagara LauncherPrice: FreeNiagara Launcher is the latest launcher app on the list and it's kind of our diamond-in-the-rough pick. It has a very minimal interface with a clean look, excellent ergonomics and a stylish look. The
app also aims to limit the need for a notification pool with integrated message notifications as well as music controls. There are some light options available, as well as basics such as icon pack support. It's still in early uptime in the beta version at the moment, so there may be a random fault, but if you
press the button below and it's no longer in early access, assume that these errors have been fixed. Nova LauncherPrice: Free/$4.99 It doesn't get too much better than Nova Launcher. Like Apex Launcher, Nova has been around since the good old days. It is not only relevant, but one of the best android
launcher app options available. It has a laundry list of customization features that include gesture support, the ability to customize the look and feel of the app, icon pack support, themes, and more. The app also updates to breakneck pace, which means that errors are usually injected quickly and new
features are added consistently. It also comes with the ability to back up and restore the layouts of the home screen when you finally switch to a new phone. We recommend trying it first. Poco LauncherPrice: FreePoco Launcher is a launcher for the popular (and cheap) Pocophone. It's actually available
for most Android devices, and it's kind of surprising considering Google doesn't even release This is a pretty simple launcher. It has an android-ish basic layout with icons on the home screen and a swipe-through app box. You can customize things like the home screen grid and app box in the app box It
also has a privacy option that hides icons from the app box if you like. Otherwise, it will work lightly and smoothly. It's an easy recommendation for people with lower-level devices and those with higher-end devices who want something really simple. Rootless LauncherPrice: FreeRootless Launcher is a
decent, stocked android-style launcher since 2018. It's actually quite a basic experience. You get the Android look and feel in stock with some customization elements to complete the look. Some features include icon pack support, adaptive icon pack support, icon format selector, background-based
themes, and you can change the location of the search bar. You can also make google feed come true with this launcher, but like most, it requires downloading and installing an additional extension. A website with instructions for it can be described in the Google Play description. This is right there with
Hyperion and Lawnchair as a great option for stock Android fans. Smart Launcher 5Hinta: Free/ Up to $6.99Mart Launcher 5 is a huge difference from Smart Launcher 3. Fortunately, it's in a positive direction. It has a modern interface, eco-theme features, modern features like adaptive icons, and more. It
even has weather and clock widget and gesture control. It's not quite as powerful as Nova Launcher or similar launchers. However, it has enough features to be quite enjoyable. It feels like it's in direct competition with Action Launcher and similar apps in terms of customization and usability. Total
LauncherPrice: FreeTotal Launcher is not the most popular launcher on the list. However, it is still quite good. It boasts very high customization as well as a variety of themes and some other features. However, it also comes with a more steep learning curve than most. Those who stay here and learn what
they do are treated to something really special. On the other hand, those who just want something simple that works right may want to try some CPL, Rootless Launcher, Hyperion Launcher or some other option. If we missed any of the best Android boot apps, please let us know in the comments! If pixel
launcher ever ends up on Google Play, you can be sure it'll end up in this list post! You can find our latest app lists by clicking here! Here!
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